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LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF EXPONENTIALLY 
LIPSCHITZIAN VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
MIROSLAV SOVA, Praha 
(Received February 28, 1977) 
The purpose of this note is to give the theory — in the form as definitive as pos­
sible — of the Laplace transform of exponentially Lipschitzian vector-valued func­
tions whose most important part was proved and applied in [1] (see especially 
Section 4). 
We shall use the following notation: (1) R — the real number field, (2) R+ — the set 
of all positive real numbers, (3) (co, co) — the set of all real numbers greater than co 
if co e K, (4) E — an arbitrary Banach space over R, (5) Ml -> M2 — the set of all 
mappings of the whole set M t into the set M2. 
1. Lemma. For every a ^ 0, / > 1 and re{0, 1, ...} such that r > #a, the 
following inequality holds: 
( r Yg; e(x/(x-D)« 
\r-ocJ ~ 
Proof. We have under our assumptions 
L- = _І_<_1 
r ~ a i _ ? i _ ! X " 1 
r X 
which implies 
( r Y-e j 1 + a \ = (e«l('-*)y - e(r/(r~*))* ^ e(x/(X~l))* m r~*J \ r~V 
2. Lemma. For every a ^ 0 and r e {2, 3,...} such that r > <x29 we have 
( r Y < '̂•/(V'-i))* 
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Proof. We have y/r > a, i.e. r > a ^/(r). Hence we can choose x — >/r in Lemma 1 
and the desired inequality follows. 
3. Lemma. For every co ^ 0, 0 < tx < t2 and pe{0,1,...} such that p > 
> (cot2 + l)
2 we have 
/*" 
Л p + -/ 
dт < 
1 -
e (V(P+l) l(V(p+l)- l ) )wt d T 
p + u 
Proof. It follows by means of Lemma 2 with a = cox and r -= p + 1 that 
r»ř* 
Л p +1/ 
dт < 
p+2 ~ coř2 
P T І J 
Л _ ____Л 
Л P + -/ 
+ , d т -
p+1 — 
г'2 
cot? 
ЄW(P+ D/CVЧP+D-D)«>< d т ^ 
P + 1 J n 
4. Theorem. Lei* co be a nonnegative constant, F e (&>, oo) -> 2_ and Zef M0, Mj 
fee i*w0 nonnegative constants. Then 
(Ax) the function F is infinitely differentiate on (co, oo), 
(A2) 
(Aз) 
_ _ 
dЛ" 
_ _ 
dЛ" 
F(Л) 
лғ(л) 
M o . ! 
(Л-cа 
_ M,p! 
-J-— /or erery X > a> and p e {0,1, ...} , 
) 
— for every X > <o and p e {1, 2,...,} , 
(A - co)p 
if and only if there exists a function f e R+ -*• E such that 
(B_) | / ( 0 | _ Moe"' for any teR+, 
(B2) ||/( _) - / ( t 2 ) | ^ M_ f V dT /or any f_, t2eR
+ , h < h , 
(B3) F(X) = Ve-^/W
dT /<"• ««.v A 
Proof. "Only if" part. Let us first denote 
(1) G(n) = F(n + OJ) for any ju > 0 . 
> 0) . 
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It follows from (A t)-(A^) that 
(2) the function G is infinitely differentiable on R+, 
(3) 
(4) 
£«*•> •g M»ü: foг any џ > 0 and p є (0,1,...}, џp+x 
£«•<*•» 
d" 
d/í" 
(џF(џ + coj) 
— [(џ + co) F(џ + co)-coF(џ + <a)] 
dџp 
for any /x > 0 and p e {1, 2,...} 
Let us now denote 
<(M1 + (OM0)p\ 
r . P + l 
(s) (̂o = L^Vi^Y+1G(.)li±i^ for t 6 i ? + a n d g e { 0 ) i , . . .} . 
By (2) and (3) we obtain 
(6) the function gq is differentiable on R
+ for every q e (0,1, ...}, 
(7) \\gq(t)\\ = M 0 for every t e R
+ and q e {0, 1, ...} , 
(8) rt0.!^(f + 1)l + i(lii)'o»(l±i) + 
+ (-,)•»•/,+ iy, + i G M „ , A + I\ „ 
-ifb^rT'-1'-^)^^^) 
for every f e K+ and q e {0,1,...} . 
Now we need to estimate the growth of gq. To this aim, let us denote 
(9) H(fi) -= fi G(fi) for JI > 0 . 
It is clear that 
(10) ff(«+1)(/i) = (q + 1) G(9)(n) + /x G(«+1)(/i) for any /* > 0 and 
<?e{0,l,...}. 
Now (9) and (10) permit us to rewrite (8) in the form 
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On the other hand, we have by (4) and (9) that 
(12) | f l « « ^ ) | ž (
M - + < t t M «) (g^ 1 ) 1 forany M > 0 and 
џ«+2 
«-є{0,l,...} 
We see from (11) and (12) that \\gq(t)\\ S M± + coM0 for every t e R
+ and q e 
€ {0,1,...} which implies 
(13) Hg^i) - gq(t2)\\ _i (Mx + ©M0) |*i - t2\ for every tu t2 e R
+ and 
« e { 0 , l , . . . } . 
In view of (6) and (7) we can define 
(14) Gq(n) = e'^ gq(r) dt for every \i > 0 and q e {0, 1,...} . 
It follows easily that 
(15) the functions Gq are infinitely differentiable on K
+ for all q e {0, 1,...}. 
Now we proceed to the decisive step of the proof. 
According to (A^ and (A2), the hypotheses of Lemma [1] 4.15 are fulfilled for 
the function G and consequently, (5), (14) and (15) imply 
(16) Gq
p)(fi) -j-^ G(p)(fi) for any ju > 0 and p e {0, 1,...} . 
This result enables us to construct a function g whose Laplace transform is G. 
Indeed, by A.3 from the Appendix we obtain from (6), (7), (13) and (14) that 
(__W(P_+JY+1 ip) (p + l\ _ () I < (M, + <oM0)t 2M0 
pi \ t ) q { t ) U)\\= yfr + i) V(P + I) 
for every t e R+ and p, q e {0,1,...} which implies 
< (M< + a)M0) t ( + = 1 + 2M0 ( + 
- l x 0) W(PI +1) Vto* +1)1 W(PI +1) 
+ —7 -J for every teR+ and px, p2, aeO, 1 
V(P2 + -)1 
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(17) 
It follows from (16) and (17) (q -* oo) that 
« ll^(^)"-'i^)-
_ _ - r r /£2j_iyj+1 G(M)/Pa +1\I s 
£ (M. + a»M9)t(—-^ + —— A + 2MJ—-± + 
W(pi + i) V(P2 + i)/ VV(PI + i) 
+ — ) for every t e R+ and p., p2 e {0, 1,...} . 
Vfo + i)/ 
In view of (5), we can write (18) in the form 
09) MO - MOI s (M, + mMa), (--J-- + - - J - ^ + 
+ 2M"(v(F7+-iJ
 + Vfrr+T))
 fMew" 'eK* a ° d 
Pi, j>2e{0,l , . . .} . 
By (19) we can write 
(20) g(i) = Mm gp(i) for t e R
+ . 
J>->00 
It follows from (7) and (20) that 
(21) \\g(t)\\ 5_ M0 for every f e R
+ . 
Further, (19) and (20) give 
(22) M ) - 9( , ) | i l"'*""?' + - ^ for every 
V(P + 1) V(P + 0 
fe_R+ and j?e{0,1,. . .} . 
It follows from (6) and (22) that 
(23) the function g is continuous on.R+. 
Finally by (6), (7), (22) and (23) we conclude that 
poo /*oo 
(24) e ^ ^ d r - > , _ . « e - ^ g ^ d T for every n>0. 
On the other hand, (14) and (16) give 
(25) e*1 ^ ( T ) dT ->;__ G(/i) for every /. > 0 . 
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Thus, it follows from (24) and (25) that 
(26) G(/*) = r V ' * g(x) dx for every \x > 0 . 
The desired function / will be now defined by 
(27) f(t) = emt g(t) for any t e R+ . 
Our final task in this part of the proof is to verify the properties (B^, (B2), (B3) for 
the function / defined by (27). 
First by (21) and (23) 
(28) | |/(0|| ^ M0e«" for every t e R+ , 
(29) the function/is continuous on R+ . 
Further by (1) and (26) 
(30) J V A T / M dx =* F(X) for every A > co . 
Now we shall prove 
(31) !/(<•.) - f(t2)\\ < M. [ V dt for every *., t2 e R
+ , f. 
 e s all r ve 
Ct2 
To this aim, let us define 
(32) / ^ ) = L ^ . L ^ f o r e v e r y p e {0, l , . . . } and 
0 < t < (p + i)l(co + 1) . 
Using 4.4 and 4.10 from [1] we obtain by (28)-(30) and (32) that 
(33) /,(*)->,-••/(') forevery teR+. 
On the other hand, by (Ax), 
(34) the functions fp are differentiable on (0, (p + 1)/(CD + 1)) for every p e 
e{0,l,...}, 
<*> /;(0 = b p , + 1)Łfí(í^)V>(^) + 
+ (~l)
p+1 (Ł+lT' Ł±lҒ(p+ ->l£±l 
p! V í / í2 ( ^ ) 
^(^rT^')-^)^-^)] 
for every p e {0, 1,...} and 0 < t < (p + l)/(co + 1) . 
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For the sake of brevity, we denote 
(36) J(X) = A F(X) for A > a). 
It is clear that 
(37) J<"+1)(A) = (p + 1) Ft'XX) + A F<'+ X)(A) for every A ><» and 
- e {0,1,...}. 
Now by (35) - (37) we have 
^ ^ " ( ^ ( ^ r ^ ^ ^ ) f°revery >6^1--
and 0 < t < (p + i)j(co + 1). 
On the other hand, by (A3) and (36) 
(39) || J(^D(A)|| <; ̂ i f r + ff forevery A > co and f e {0,1,...} , (A - co) 
It follows from (38) and (39) that 
i , p +
2 
i -
coř 
P + v 
for every pe {0, 1,...} and 0 < t < (p + 1 )/(<*> + 1) which implies 
i 
CŰT 
(40) [fM-fJLh^ZMi 
u\ P + 
and 0 < tt < t2 < (p 4- l)/(co + 1). 
Using Lemma 3 we get from (40) that 
) p+2 
— dT for every p e {0, 1,...} 
nгt 
(41) Wf^-fMWžMt- 1 
1 -
Oůtг 
e(v/(P+ D/(V0>+ D - l ) ) « t d T f o r e v e r y 
P + 1 J „ 
p e {0,1,...} and 0 < tx < t2 < (p + \)\((o + 1) . 
Letting p -* oo in (41) and using (33), we obtain at once (31). 
Since the properties (BA), (B2), (B3) of the function / are contained in (28), (30) 
and (31), the proof of the "only if" part is complete. 
"If" part. Let/be a fixed function with the properties (B^, (B2), (B3). 
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It follows from (B2) that 
(1) the function/is continuous on JR+ , 
Now we obtain easily from (1) and from (Bt) and (B3) that 
(2) the properties (At), (A2) hold . 
1 ft+h 
To prove (A3) let us first denote fh(t) = - f(x) Ax for any h > 0 and t > 0. 
h]t 
It follows from (Bt) that 
J [t + h I /»/! 
(3) \\fh(t)\\ ^ M 0 - e
wt dT = M 0 e
w f - eT dx for any ft > 0 and t > 0 . 
* J * ftJo 
Further we see easily from (1) that 
(4) the function fh is continuous for any h > 0 , 
(5) fh(t) - /(0 (ft ~+ 0+) for any teR
+ . 
On the other hand, by (B2) we have 
1 
(6) 
Һ 
1 Г'+'' 1 ch 
ś Mj - eшt dт = M.e"' - eæt dт 
for any h > 0 and * > 0 . 
Moreover, a simple calculation shows 
(7) fh(t) = - f (/(T + ft) - /(T)) dT + - f /(T) dT for any h > 0 and * > 0 . 
*Jo fcJo 
Let us now write Fh(X) = $0 e~
Xx fh(x) dT for ft > 0 and X > co, which is admissible 
thanks to (3) and (4). 
We get easily from (3)—(5) that 
(8) FiP)(X) -> F{P)(X) (ft -> 0+) for any X > w and p e {0,1,...} . 
On the other hand, if follows from (7) that 
FJLX) = ^ J V l f [ J W + *) - /W)] <-* + J £ j V ) d< . 
I.Є. 
(9) A F„(A) = Г V ^ Гì (/(т + Л) - Дт))l dт + Ҷ /(т) dт 
for every ft > 0 and A > o>. 
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It follows from (6) and (9) that 
(io) 1 ^ A F M N M * / I p!^+iifgmdT forevery fc>0' X>CO 
\\dAp, II ( A - < » f + 1 / i J 0 
and pe{ l , 2,...} . 
Using (8) and (10) we see immediately that 
(11) the property (A3) holds . 
By (2) and (11), the proof of the "if" part is complete. 
5. Remark. We have here the opportunity to correct a mistake in Proposition 4.9 
of [1] which is true for co = 0, but generally co must be replaced by 2co. The same is 
true in Proposition 1.4 in [1] which was used in the proof of 4.9. In the Appendix to 
this note we shall give a modified and improved version of the above mentioned 
Proposition 4.9 from [1]. 
APPENDIX 
The aim of this Appendix is to examine the so called inversion problem for the 
Laplace transform of exponentially bounded functions. 
A.l. Lemma. For every t e R+ and p e {0, 1, . . . } , we have 
i_fp + iy+ i r 
p\ 
Proof. Cf. [1], Proposition 4.6. 
Ll£JllY+1 f° e-ífr+->"Vd- = 1 . 
A.2. Lemma. For every teR+, xeJR and Pe{0,1,...} such that p + 1 > 2#f, 
the following inequality holds: 
•í-ř/V(p+D 1 /т) 4- 1V+Ч . 
1 IP + M I I *-((*+D/'-*Vdт 4-
+ r g-((p+i)/*-*V drl S 1 elxt. 
Jt+t/V(P+D J y/(P + X) 
Proof. Let t e R+, x e R and p e {0,1,....} be fixed so that p + 1 > 2xt. 
Let us recall that clearly 
(2) V (P + -) (T _ t)2 ^ i for every T e i? such that |T - t| > t/*/(p + 1) 
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Using (1) and (2) we get 
i /n 4- i v + 1 r r<- ' lv(p+i) 
l / ^ j t i j e -((pH)/r- z V d T + 
+ f°° e-«*+1>'<-*VdTl __ 
J t + r/V(P+l) J 
< i lp + iY+w(p + i ) r t ~' / V ( , ' + 1 ) ^1 L J O в - ( ( p + l ) l ř - ^ V ( т _ ř ) 2 d т + 
+ e -(( P +i) )/<- Z )V( T - í )
2 dT~| _ 
Í + I / V ( P + I ) J 
< —i i/p + iү
+1V(p + i) 
p!V ( 
_ i / p + iү + 1 V(p + i) | 
Є - ( ( P + І ) / Г - X ) V ( T - í )
2 dт = 
P ! \ i 
T f V ( ( P + l ) < - x ) V + 2 d T ~ 
/*oo /*oo ~J 
- 2ř e - « "
+ 1 > " - * > V + 1 d T + ř2 e-«p
+ 1>/'-^>VdT = 
- 2t(p + 1 ) ! /
7 — * . — Y + 2 + t 2 p ] ( — - — Y + 1 1 = 
\P + i - XtJ \P+í-XtJ J 
_ (P + 1)P+1 V(P + 1) [ (P + 2)! a> + 1)! + p! "1 
p! L(P + I - X O P + 3 o + i - z t r 2 o + i -zo p + i J 
v o + i ) i p+í \>+ii<p+!)<*+2) _\_i_±_i+n _ 
VP + I - Z Í / L(P + I - Z 0 2 P + I-XÍ J 
= v(p + D(-ffhY+1x 
VP + i - xtj 
y O + i) O + 2) - 2(p + 1) o + 1 - xt) + O + i - xO
2 
O + i - xt)2 
xv(p + i)í/ p + 1 Y + l p + 1 + ( x°2 = 
v v \p + i-xt) O + i - z O 2 
-^ + 1)^Ur=írfr + 1 + ̂ -
379 
V(P 
i ( P + Í v + 7 i + {xt)2 \ 
+ í)\p + í-xt) \ p + y 
p + З 
V(p + i )d iL 
p + V 
(i + xt) = 
xt p + З 
1 l 1 + P + l 
V(P + 1 ) 1 - xt V(P ̂ ( 
1 + 2 * v+V-
P + i/ 
V(P + 1 ) 
re(2ztl(P+D)\P+3exř < 
V(P + 1 ) 
- + 1 
o 7 * ' 
A.3. Proposition. LetfeR+ -+ £ and Jet co be a nonnegative constant. If 
(a) the function f is continuous on JR+, 
(p) the function e~mt /(f) is bounded on R+, 
then for every teR+ and Pe{0, 1,...} such that p + 1 > 2cot, the following 
inequality holds: 
ì lp±ìY+1 Г°°Є-((P-Ы)/OV / ( т ) d т _ дo 
_ sup (||/(T)-/(0||) + — ì — 
iт-ř|<í/v(p+i) VO? + ч 
[||/(01 + e'-.up(e-|A0l)]. 
fєR + 
Proof. Let us denote for the sake of simplicity 
(1) M - s u p ( e - | | / ( 0 | | ) , 
feK + 
(2) z-'-{-wrry ,+WT$ 
pe{0,l,...}. 
for every t e R+ and 
By use of the preceding Lemma A.l and Lemma A.2 with x == 0 and % = co we 
get, with regard to (1) and (2), 
II 1 /n 4- 1\-,+ 1 I * 0 0 II 
(3) ^ V ^ ) e-«^>/<V/(T)dT^-/(0 " 
IIP'A t J JO 1 
_ ||ii_±iy+1 r.-^-i/ov^) _/(o)dT 
l|p!\ * J Jo 
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" ^ ( H 2 ) 1 " 1 j / " ( ( P + 1 ) / 0 V l /W - AOII dr = 
= ^ ( ^ T " ) P + 1 j z
 C"((P+1)/,V»AT) - /(Oil dt + 
+ M^V f ^((P+1)/°VI/W - /(Oil dt ^ 
P*\ ' / JR\Z, . , 
^ ( — y ^ l* ^((P+1)/'VdTSUP(|/(T) - / (Ol + 
+ i l £ _ + i Y + 1 f e-((p+D/ov ̂ i ^ ) ! + 
P'A t J JRXZ,,,, 
+ i i ( L r i y + 1 f «-<(-+w,vi/(t)i ^ ^ 
?!V t J JR\z,.p 
= i l P ± l Y
+ 1 fV«'+1>/'>VdTSUP(||/(T) -/(Ol) + 
P*V f / Jo «z«.p 
+ i ("P+iY"1 f <r«'+ -V'V dr ||/(0|| + 
P*V t J JR\Z, . , 
+ M i (
/ ^ i i Y + 1 f e-«'+1'"-fflVdr = 
PlV ' / JK\Z,„ 
= sup ( |/(T) - /(Ol) + - r ^ — - «/(0|| + M — i — «-« 
«z,,, V(P + -) V(P + -) 
for every teR+ and p. 6 {0,1,...} such that p + 1 > 2cof. 
It is clear that (1), (2) and (3) give the desired result. 
A.4. Remark. The proof of Proposition A. 3 was inspired by a fascinating idea 
of W. Feller who used a probabilistic approach based on Chebyshev's inequality — 
see Chap. VII of [2]. 
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